KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Fixed Term Contracts of Employment: Unfair Dismissal and Reasonable
expectation
A fixed-term contract is one entered into for a definite period, for completion of a
specific project, or until a specified event occurs, e.g. where someone fills the
position of another person who is temporarily absent. It is a contract, the duration of
which is agreed in advance between the employer and the employee. The fixed term
element can also be not a specified date or dates, but can be specified as the
completion of a specific project, the actual date of completion being uncertain.
When the employer continues to renew the contract every time it expires – rolling
over the contract for over 3 times, In most cases the rolling over of the contract gives
the employee the right to have what is known as reasonable expectation, the
expectation is justifiable notwithstanding the provision of a contractual clause by the
employer that commonly states that “the employee shall have no reasonable
expectation for the renewal of the contract.
Section 186 (1) (b) makes provision that one of the definitions of a dismissal is that
an employee reasonably expected the employer to renew a fixed term contract of
employment on the same or similar terms, but the employer offered to renew it on
less favourable terms, or did not to renew it at all.
The Labour Relations Act has been silent on the issue of reasonable expectation
until recent amendments in new Section 198B came into effect on 01 January 2015
which provides for the need for the employer to provide justifiable reasons for
concluding a fixed term contract of over three months, for such a contract to be
enforceable; nature of the work must be for a limited duration or there must be some
other justifiable reason for fixing the term of the contract. Secondly, the fixed term
contract must be in writing. Thirdly, the contract must specify the justifiable reason.
Should the employer fail to comply with the above requirement, the employee will be
regarded as having been employed on an indefinite (permanent) basis.
The following are the key features afforded by precedence and Section 186(1)
(b) to determine the justifiability of the employee’s reasonable expectation of
renewal; the onus is therefore on the employee to prove that the employer
created the expectation. An evaluation of all the surrounding circumstances
will however have to be considered such as:
•undertakings by the employer,
•practice or custom in regard to the permanent appointment of employees previously
appointed on fixed term contracts,
•the availability of work,
•the purpose of or the reason for concluding the fixed term contract,
•the nature of the employer's business.
In conclusion it will therefore be possible for an employee that was appointed on a
fixed term contract (also for employees on probation) to claim that expectation of

indefinite or permanent employment was created as a result of the behaviour of the
employer.
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